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Circle the articles in the sentences.

A wise old owl sat in an oak tree.

Kylie gifted me a unicorn plush toy.

Leonard is cleaning the kitchen cabinet.

 A loud knock at the door startled Jemima.

Hardwork is the only way to success.

My cousin Amanda is an artist. 

Sandra waited at the restaurant for an hour.

Edward collected a few seashells to make a greeting card.

I saw a tortoise under the tree.

The camel is the ship of the desert.

Example: Grandma told us a story about the ant and the grasshopper.
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Circle the articles in the sentences.

A wise old owl sat in an oak tree.

Kylie gifted me a unicorn plush toy.

Leonard is cleaning the kitchen cabinet.

 A loud knock at the door startled Jemima.

Hardwork is the only way to success.

My cousin Amanda is an artist. 

Sandra waited at the restaurant for an hour.

Edward collected a few seashells to make a greeting card.

I saw a tortoise under the tree.

The camel is the ship of the desert.

Example: Grandma told us a story about the ant and the grasshopper.
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Articles - a / an / the

Use “An” with singular nouns beginning with a vowel sound.

Use “The” with speci!c singular and plural nouns.

Use “A” with singular nouns beginning with a consonant sound.Articles 
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